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1. Introduction. If we consider a body of perfectly elastic material to

undergo deformation in which a point initially at XI in the rectangular

Cartesian coordinate system xi moves to xi in the same coordinate system,

then the strain-energy function IF is a single-valued function of the quantities

g'tj defined by

, dx'k    dx'k

We assume (see Appendix) that IF is expressible as a polynomial in the quan-

tities g'v and denote this by

(1-2) W=W(g'tj).

We define the displacement components u' by

(1.3) Ui = Xi — Xi.

Then, if the displacement gradients dui /dXj are sufficiently small compared

with unity, the strain-energy function IF, considered as a polynomial in

bul /dXJ, may be approximated by the leading terms of first and second

degree in dw/ /dXJ. If we assume that the stress in the material is zero when

u{ =0, then the coefficients of the first degree terms are zero and IF is a homo-

geneous quadratic expression of the form

/ dUi         dUj \ / dui        dum \
W = Cij,J-- +--)--+--),

(i.4) Vox;    dxi/\dxj    dxi/

where c,yjm are constants.

If the material possesses symmetry, certain restrictions, depending on

the type of symmetry, are imposed on these constants. These restrictions were

fully investigated by Voigt (1910) for the various classes of crystal symmetry.

A higher order approximation to IF, in the case when dui/dXJ <5C1, is
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obtained by retaining in the expression for PF as a polynomial in dw/ /dXj

all terms of third and lower degree in du,' /dXj. Alternatively, in the expres-

sion for PFas a polynomial in g'tj all terms of third or lower degree in g'v may

be retained. In both cases, the coefficients of the first degree terms vanish if

the stress is assumed zero when «/ =0. Considering PF to be a polynomial

of third degree in g'fj, Birch (1947) has investigated the restrictions imposed

on the coefficients in this polynomial if the material considered has cubic sym-

metry of the hexoctahedral, gyroidal, hextetrahedral, diploidal or tetartoidal

classes. Murnaghan (1951) has considered the restrictions imposed on these

coefficients by certain basic types of symmetry, e.g. rotational symmetry

about an axis. Sheng (1955) has investigated these restrictions for the various

crystal classes(2).

In the present paper, we discuss the restrictions imposed by symmetry

on the form of the strain-energy function, for elastic materials belonging to

the various crystal classes, without in any way restricting the degree of the

expression for the strain-energy function as a polynomial in g'i}. The results

are obtained by consistent use of theorems in classical invariant theory, al-

though in certain of the simple cases, e.g. materials having rhombic sym-

metry, the conclusions can be readily reached by inspection (Green and

Wilkes (1954)). It is seen that the 32 crystal classes have strain-energy func-

tions of eleven different types, which coalesce into nine types if the approxi-

mations of classical elasticity theory are made.

Throughout this paper, the nomenclature for the various crystal classes

is that employed by Dana and Hurlbut (1952).

For each of the crystal classes, a preferred rectangular Cartesian coordi-

nate system Xi is chosen and the symmetry of the material is described by the

group of transformations which transforms this coordinate system into its

equivalent positions. The strain-energy function is assumed to be a poly-

nomial in the six quantities gi,, which are the quantities g" given in (1.1)

but defined in the reference system x,-. This polynomial must, of course, be

form-invariant under the transformations describing the particular crystal

class considered. Hence, the problem of determining the limitations imposed

on the strain-energy function reduces to the determination of a polynomial

basis for polynomials in gi,- which are form-invariant under the group of trans-

formations associated with the crystal class considered.

Such a polynomial basis 7i, 72, • ■ ■ , 7„ (say) is determined for each of the

crystal classes. It has the following properties:

(i) each of the quantities 7i, 72, • • • , 7„ is a polynomial in gtj which is

form-invariant under the group of transformations associated with the crystal

class considered and hence any polynomial in 7i, I2, ■ ■ ■ , 7„ is form invariant

under this group of transformations;

(2) Sheng (1955) considers the restrictions imposed on the expressions for the stress by the

symmetry of the material. The restrictions on the strain-energy function follow readily from

these results.
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(ii) any polynomial in gij which is form-invariant under the group of

transformations, and hence the strain-energy function IF, is expressible as a

polynomial in 7i, 72, • • • , 7„.

From this knowledge of IF, we can determine the stress components r,-y

in the coordinate system x,- by employing the formula (see, for example,

Truesdell (1952) or Green and Zerna (1954))

1 T dXi dW      "1
(1-5) Tij =-.

dxp   ldXk   d(dXj/dXk)J
det-

dXq

In this formula x,- and Xt are the positions in the coordinate system Xi of a

particle of the material in the deformed and undeformed states respectively.

From Equation (1.5) and (ii) it follows immediately that

1 "     dW    dXi dlr
(1.6) Tij = - £-

dxp    r=i  dlr   dXk   d(dXj/dXk)
det-

dXq

2. Symmetry transformations. For each of the materials considered in

this paper, there exist in the undeformed state three preferred directions in

the material which may be defined by the unit vectors h, (i= 1, 2, 3). Except

for the pedial class of the triclinic system, there are a number of equivalent

ways in which the triad of vectors hi may be chosen. The symmetry proper-

ties of the material may be defined by the group of orthogonal transforma-

tions which transform any of these triads into its equivalent positions.

The following transformations are sufficient for the description of the

symmetry properties in the various crystal systems:

7 =(1,1,1),        C= (-1,-1,-1),

Ri= (-1,1,1), R,- (1,-1,1), «,- (1,1,-1),

D, = (1,-1,-1),       D.= (-1,1,-1),       D,= (-1,-1,1),

1,   0,   0 0,   0,   1 0,   1,   0

Ti =    0,  0,   1    ,       T2=    0,   1,  0   ,       r, =     1,  0,  0    ,

0,   1,   0 1,   0,   0 0,   0,   1

0, 1,   0 0,   0,   1

(2.1)                      Mi=     0,   0,   1    ,      M2=     1,   0,   0    ,

1, 0,   0 0,   1,   0

-1/2, 31'2/2)   0 -1/2,       -31'2/2,   0

Si=   -3"2/2,   -1/2,      0       and   S2 =       31'72,   -1/2,      0    .

0, 0, 1 0, 0, 1
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In Equation (2.1), the notation

a, 0, 0

(2.2)                                         (a,b,c) =     0, b, 0

0, 0, c

is used. / is the identity transformation. C is the central inversion transforma-

tion. Rj is the reflection transformation which transforms a rectangular Car-

tesian coordinate system Xi, the Xj axis of which lies in the direction of the

unit vector h,, into its image in the plane normal to hj. The transformation

Dj transforms this coordinate system into that obtained by rotating it

through 180° about the Xj axis. The transformation Tj transforms a rectangu-

lar Cartesian coordinate system x,-, the axes of which lie in the directions of

the unit vectors hi, into the coordinate system obtained by reflecting the

system Xi in a plane passing through the axis Xj and bisecting the angle be-

tween the remaining two axes. The transformations Afi and 7Vf2 transform a

rectangular Cartesian coordinate system X{, the axes of which lie in the direc-

tions of hi, into the systems obtained by rotating the system x, through 120°

and 240° respectively about a line passing through the origin and the point

(1, 1, 1). The transformations Si and S2 transform a rectangular Cartesian

coordinate system Xi, the x3 axis of which lies in the direction of h3 into the

systems obtained by rotation of this coordinate system through 120° and

240° respectively about the x3 axis.

3. Form-invariance of the strain-energy function. For each of the sym-

metry classes that we consider, we shall choose as reference system a rec-

tangular Cartesian coordinate system Xi, so related to the preferred directions

hi in the material under consideration that the symmetry of the material may

be described by one or more of the transformations (2.1). Let X,- and Xi

denote the positions of a particle of the material in this coordinate system in

the undeformed and deformed states respectively. Then, from (1.1), it is seen

that the strain-energy function PF is expressible as a polynomial in the quan-

tities gij defined by

dxk     dxk

(3.1) gij =-Sij.
dXi   dXj

We shall express this as

(3.2) W=W(gi,).

Let x, be the coordinate system into which the system x, is transformed by

a transformation [|/,y|| of the group describing the symmetry properties of the

material under consideration. Then, if Xi and x, are the coordinates in the

system £,■ corresponding to the coordinates Xj and Xi in the system Xi, we

have
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(3.3) Xi = tijXj   and   x( = tijXj.

Defining |y by

dxk     dXk

(3-4) l«-wtwr**
we have

(3.5) &ij  =   HpljQ&PQ-

Now, since the coordinate systems x, and Xi are equivalent, we must have

(3.6) W(gij) = W(gij),

i.e. the strain-energy function must be form-invariant under any transforma-

tion of the group defining the symmetry properties of the material. It is the

object of this paper to determine the limitations imposed on IF by the con-

dition (3.6), with (3.5), for each of the classes of the crystal systems. For each

crystal class, the condition (3.6) must, of course, be satisfied for every trans-

formation ||/,y|| of the group describing the symmetry of the material. In

Tables 1 and 2, the values of gu, obtained from (3.5), are given in terms of

Table 1

Line No. ||/,-,-|| gu gn gzz gn gn fu

1 /,   C gu gn gu gii #31 gl2

2 i?l, A gH g22 g33 g23 — g31 —gl2

3 Ri, Di gn gn g33 —g23 g3i — gn

4 Ri, Dz gn gn g33 —g23 — g3i gn

5 Ti, CTi gn g33 gn gn ga g3i

6 RiTi, DiT, gn g33 g22 gn —gn —g3i

7 R?Ti, D2T1 gn g33 gn —gn gn —gn

8 RiTi, D3T1 gll g33 g22 —g23 —gl2 g31

9 Ti,   CTi gs3 gn gll gl2 g31 g23

10 RiTi,  D1T2 g33 g22 gu gl2 —g31 —g23

11 RiTi, DiTl gu gn gll —gl2 g3l —g23

12 RiTi,  D1T1 g33 gn gu —gl2 —g31 g23

13 Ti,   CTi gn gu gii g31 g23 gl2

14 RiTi, DiTz gn gu gn gn —gn —gn

15 RiTi,  DiTz gn gn g33 —g31 g23 —gl2

16 RiTi,  D3TS gn gll g33 — g31 — g23 gl2

17 Mi, CMi g22 g33 gn gsi g12 g23

18 RlMl, D,Ml g22 g33 gll ga -gl2 — g23

19 R2M1, DiMi g22 g33 gn — gsi gu —gn

20 RiMl,  D3M, gn g33 gll —g31 — gu g23

21 Mi, CM2 gn gn g22 gi2 g23 g3i

22 RiMi, DiMi gn gn gn gn —gn —gn

23 i?2Af2, DiMi g33 gn g22 — gi2 g23 — g3l

24 R3Mi, DzMi gzz gu g22 -g12 -gn gsi
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gpq ior each of the transformations entering into the description of the sym-

metry properties of the various crystal classes. These transformations are

either those given in (2.1) or their products. In Table 2 the notation

1 31'2 3 1 31'2 3
yi = gn,   yi = — gn-— gn + -7 gn, y3 = — gn + —- gu + — gM,

4 2 4 4 2 4
(3.7)

1 31'2 1 31'2
zx = gn,    z2 =-— gn + — gi3, Z3 =-— gn-— g23

is used. It is, of course, evident that

(3.8) Sl + 22+23 = 0.

The limitation imposed on PFby the requirement that it be form-invariant

under one of the transformations is obtained from (3.6) by substituting for

gn the values appropriate to that transformation given in the tables.

Table 2

Line „    „
-T 'ul 111 gM g33 gn fsi fl2
No.

1 Si, CSi yt       — (2yi-y2-|-2ys)       gn        _^(Zl_zs) z>       7^ (fr—yd

2 S2, CS, y3       — (2yi+2y2-y3)       g33 ^Ji^Zl~z^ Zl       JITJ Gfc-yO

3 RiSi,D,Si yi — (2jpi-y2+2y8) £33 -^7j"(0I~z«) -z* p; Cy»-y>)

4 R&,DiSt y3 — (2yi+2y2-y3) gas — (zi-z2) -z3 — (yi-yj)

5 RiSi, DiSi yi — (2y,-yi+2y3) g33 5I7i(Zl-z») Z2 WJ (^-J-O

6 RiS2,DiS-2 y3 — (2y,+2yi-y3) g33 -JITjfo-"2*) z* ^i (yi-yi)

7 R3ShD3S, yi — (2yi-y+2jr3) g33 ^^(31—^3) -z2 — (yi-ya)

8 R3Si,D3Si y3 — (2yi+2y2-y3) g33 — JIT^ Cz> —^) -aa t^ (yt-yi)

4. Some theorems on polynomial bases. It has been seen that the require-

ment that the strain-energy function for a particular crystal class, regarded

as a polynomial in the quantities g„ defined by (3.1), be form-invariant un-

der the transformations associated with that class imposes on PF a number of

restrictions of the type expressed by (3.6) and (3.5). It is well-known that

polynomials in a number of variables which are form-invariant under a finite
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group of transformations possess a finite polynomial basis, such that each

of the polynomials can be expressed as a polynomial in the elements of the

basis and any polynomial in the elements of the basis is form-invariant under

the group of transformations. Thus, in order to determine explicitly the limi-

tations imposed on the form of IF by the requirement of form-invariance

under the group of transformations characterizing a crystal class, we have to

determine a polynomial basis for IF regarded as a function of the quantities

gij. This will be done for each of the crystal classes in §§5 to 10. It will be

seen there that for each of the crystal classes the restrictions imposed on IF

are equivalent to the restriction that it be form-invariant under some sub-

group of the full symmetric group of permutations of a number of linear

combinations of the six quantities gy. In this section we shall give some theo-

rems regarding the determination of a polynomial basis for polynomials in a

number of variables which are form-invariant under certain sub-groups of the

full symmetric group of permutations.

Theorem 1. A polynomial basis for polynomials which are symmetric in

the two sets of variables (yi, y2, ■ ■ ■ , y,j) and (z\, Zi, ■ ■ ■ , zj) is formed by the

quantities

,„  ,, Ii = (ji + Zj)/2 (j = 1, ,2- • • , «),
(4.1)

Ijk = (y&k + ykz/)/2 (j, k = 1, 2, • • • , n).

Theorem 2. A polynomial basis for polynomials which are symmetric in

the three pairs of variables (yi, zj), (yi, zj) and (y3, zj) is formed by the quantities,

Ji = yi + yi + ya,   72 = y2y3 + y3yi + yiyi,   J3 = yiyiy3,

Ji =  Zi + Zi + Z3,     Ji =  ZiZ3  +  Z3Z1  +  ZiZ2,     7 6 =  Zi32Z3,

(4.2)
77 = y2Z3 + y&i + y3zi + yiz3 + yiZ2 + 3*221,

78 = yiz2z3 + yiz3zi + y3zxzi,   Jo = zry2:y3 + Z2y3yi + z3yiy2.

Theorems 1 and 2 follow immediately from a well-known theorem in the

theory of invariants (see, for example, H. Weyl, 1946, p. 36 et seq.).

Theorem 3. A polynomial basis for polynomials in the variables y\, y2, y3,

Zi, Zi, z3 which are form-invariant under cyclic rotation of the subscripts 1, 2, 3 is

formed by the quantities

Ki = yi + y2 + y3,    Ki = y2y3 + y3yi + yiy2,    K3 = yryiy3,

Ki = zi + Zi + z3,    Kf, = Z2Z3 + Z3Z1 + ZiZ2,    776 = ZiZ2Z3,

K7 = y2z3 + y3zi + yxz2,     Ks = z2y3 + z3yi + zxy2,

(4.3) 222 222
Ko = yiyi + yiy3 + y2yi,    KXo = z3z2 + zxz3 + z2zh

Kn = V1Z2Z3 + y2Z3Zi + y3ziz2,    Rn = zxy2yz + z2y3yi + z3yxy2,

Km = yiy2z2 + y2y3z3 + y3yizh    Kn = zxziyi + z2z3y3 + z3ziyi.
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This theorem follows almost immediately from the fact that the degree

of the elements of a polynomial basis for polynomials which are form-

invariant under a finite group of transformations is less than or equal to the

number of transformations in that group (see, for example, H. Weyl, 1946,

p. 276, et seq.). In this case, there are three transformations in the trans-

formation group, and hence the elements of the polynomial basis are of de-

gree three or lower. With this fact, it can readily be shown that the given set

of invariants forms a basis.

Theorem 4. A polynomial basis for polynomials in the variables yi, y2, • ■ • ,

yn, Zi, z2, ■ ■ • , zn, Ii, I2, • ■ ■ , Ir, which are form-invariant under a group of

transformations for which 7i, 72, • • • , Irare invariants, is formed by adjoining

to the quantities 7i, I2, ■ ■ ■ , Ir a polynomial basis for polynomials in the vari-

ables yi, y2, ■ ■ ■ , y„, Zi, z2, ■ ■ ■ , zn which are form-invariant under the given

group of transformations.

The validity of this result is immediately obvious.

5. The triclinic system. For a material having triclinic symmetry, there

is no restriction on the orientation of the unit vectors hi, h2 and h3 defining

the preferred directions. We may therefore choose any rectangular Cartesian

coordinate system xt as a reference system.

The triclinic system contains two crystal classes. These are the pedial

class, the strain-energy function for which must be form-invariant under the

identity transformation I, and the pinacoidal class, the strain-energy func-

tion for which must be form-invariant under the transformation I and the

central inversion transformation C.

It is seen from Table 1 that neither of the transformations I and C im-

poses any restriction on the form of PF. Hence, the six quantities gij form a

polynomial basis for the triclinic system.

6. The monoclinic system. For a material having monoclinic symmetry,

the unit vectors h2 and h3 are not at right-angles and the unit vector hi is

perpendicular to the plane defined by h2 and h3. We take as our reference

system a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system xit the Xi axis of which is

parallel to hi. The axes x2 and x3 may be in arbitrary perpendicular directions

in the h2h3 plane.

The monoclinic system contains three classes which, together with the

symmetry transformations defining them, are: domatic (I, Pi), sphenoidal

(I, Di), prismatic, (I, C, Ru Dj).

It is seen from Table 1 that, for each of the three crystal classes of the

monoclinic system, the limitation imposed on the form of PF is given by

W(gn, gn, g33, gi3, gn, gn) = W(gn, gn, g33, gn, —gn, —git).

Taking
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(VuVi, ■ ■ ■ ,Jn) = (gn, gu),

(Zl,  Zi,   ■   ■   ■  ,  Zn)   =   (-gsi,   ~gu)

and

(II, h, ■ ■ ■ , Ir) = (gii, gn, gzz, gu),

in Theorems 1 and 4, it follows that the quantities

2 2

gll, g22, g33, g23, g31,  gl2      and      gl2g3l

form a polynomial basis for IF.

7. The rhombic system. For a material having rhombic symmetry, the

unit vectors hi are mutually perpendicular. We take as our reference system

a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system X;, the axes of which are parallel

to the vectors h,-.

The rhombic system contains three classes which, together with the

symmetry transformations characterizing them, are: rhombic-pyramidal

(7, Ri, R3, Dj), rhombic-disphenoidal (7, Dx, D2, D3), rhombic-dipyramidal

(7, C, 7*i, Ri, R3, Di, Di, Dj).
It is seen that for each of these classes there are three restrictions on the

form of IF obtained from (3.6) by giving gtj the values in lines 2, 3 and 4 re-

spectively of Table 1. We have already seen in §6 that the first of these im-

plies that

(7.1) IF = IF'(gu, g22, g33, g23, g8i, gu, gugn),

where IF' denotes a polynomial in the indicated variables. Now,

(7.2) W'(gij) = W'(gij),

where gy is given by the quantities in line 3 of Table 1. Thus,

2 2

IF'(gn,   gll,  g33,  g23,  g3l,  gl2,   gl2g3l)

(7-3) wt 2    2 >
=   W  (gll, g22, g33,   —g23, gsi, gl2,   —gl2g3l).

Taking, in Theorems 1 and 4,

(yi,y*, • • • ,Vn) = (gn, gugn),

(7.4) (Zl,   Z2,   ■   •   •  ,  ZJ)   =   (-g23,   -gl2g3l),
2 2

(7l, II,   ■   ■   ■   , Ij)   =   (gll, g22, g33, g31,  gl2),

we see that IF must be expressible as a polynomial in

2 2 2

(7.5) gll, g22, gSS, g23, gSl, gl2   and   g23g3lgl2.

It is readily seen that any such polynomial satisfies the restriction obtained
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from (3.6) by giving gij the values in line 4 of Table 1. Hence, the quantities

(7.5) form a polynomial basis for PF.

8. The tetragonal system. For a material having tetragonal symmetry,

the unit vectors h, are mutually perpendicular. As in the case of the rhombic

system, we take as our reference system a rectangular Cartesian coordinate

system Xi, the axes of which are parallel to the vectors h,-. We shall take the

x3 axis to be the principal axis of symmetry.

The tetragonal system contains seven crystal classes which, together

with the transformation groups characterizing them, are:

tetragonal-disphenoidal (7, D3, DiT3, D2T3),

tetragonal-pyramidal (7, D3, RiT3, R2T3),

tetragonal-dipyramidal (I, C, R3, D3, RiT3, R2T3, DiT3, D2T3),

tetragonal-scalenohedral (7, Du D2, D3, T3, DiT3, D2T3, D3T3),

ditetragonal-pyramidal (7, Ru R2, D3, T3, RiT3, R2T3, D3T3),

tetragonal-trapezohedral (7, Di, D2, D3, CT3, RXT3, R2T3, R3T3),

ditetragonal-dipyramidal (7, C, Rx, R2, R3, Di, D2, D3, T3, CT3, RiT3, R2T3,

R3T3, DiT3, D2T3, D3T3).

It is seen that for each of the first three classes of the tetragonal system

listed above (tetragonal-disphenoidal, tetragonal-pyramidal, tetragonal-

dipyramidal), the limitations on PF are those obtained by substituting for

gi,- in (3.6) from Lines 4, 14 and 15 respectively of Table 1. It can be shown

in a manner analogous to that adopted in discussing the monoclinic system

that the first of these limitations implies that

(8.1) W(gij) = W'(gn, gn, gM, gn, gn, gn, gngn),

where PF' is a polynomial in the indicated variables. With (8.1), the restric-

tion derived from line 14 of Table 1 yields

2 2

W(gn, gn, #33, gn, gZl, git, gngn)

(8.2) 2     2
= W'(gn, gn, g33, gn, gn, — gn, — gngn)-

Employing Theorems 1 and 4 as before and omitting redundant elements, we

see that PF' and hence PF is expressible as a polynomial in

2 2 2

gn + g22, g3s, gn + gn, gn, gngn, gnign ~ gn),

2 2

(8.3) g23g3i(gn - gn), gngngn, gnign ~ gn),

2 2 2 222

gng23 + gngzi, gngnign — gn)  and gngn.

Since such a polynomial satisfies the limitation derived from line 15 of Table

1, we see that the quantities (8.3) form a polynomial basis for the first three

classes of the tetragonal system.
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For the remaining four classes of the tetragonal system, the restrictions

imposed on IF are obtained by substituting in (3.6) from lines 2, 3, 4, 13,

14, 15 and 16 respectively of Table 1. In the case of the rhombic system it was

seen that the first three of these restrictions implies that IF is a polynomial

IF' (say) in the quantities (7.5). Introducing the limitation derived from line

13 of Table 1 and employing Theorems 1 and 4 as before, we see that IF' and

hence IF must be expressible as a polynomial in

2 2 2 2 2 2     2

(8.4)        gu +  g22, g33,  g23 + g31, gl2, gllg22, g23g3lgl2, gllg23 +  g22g31   and   g23g31-

Such a polynomial automatically satisfies the limitations derived from lines

14, 15 and 16 of Table 1 and hence forms a polynomial basis for the tetragonal-

scalenohedral, ditetragonal-pyramidal, tetragonal-trapezohedral and di-

tetragonal-dipyramidal classes.

9. The cubic system. For a material having cubic symmetry the unit vec-

tors hi, hi and h3 are mutually perpendicular. We take as our reference sys-

tem a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system x,-, the axes of which are paral-

lel to the vectors h*.

The cubic system contains five classes which, together with the symmetry

transformations characterizing them, are:

tetartoidal (7,  Du D2, D3, Mu DiMi, DiMu D3MU  M2,  DiM2,  D2M2,

D3Mj),

diploidal (7, C, 7*i, R2, R3, Du D2, D3, Mu CMU RiMu R2MX, R3MU

DiMi, DiMi, D3Mi, Mi, CM2, RXM2, R2M2, R3M2, DiM2,

D2M2, DiMj),

hextetrahedral (7, Du D2, D3, Tu DxTi, D2Ti, D3TU T2, DxTi, D2T2, D3T2, T3,

DiT3, D2T3, D3T3, Mi, DiMu D2MU D3MU M2, DXM2, D2M2,

D3Mj),

gyroidal (7, Du D2, D3, CTU RxTi, RiTx, R3TX, CT2, RXT2, R2Ti, R3T2,

CT3, RiT3, R2T3, R3T3, Mi, DxMi, D2MU D3MU M2, Z>iM2,

DiMi, D3Mj),

hexoctahedral   (7, C, Ru R2, R3, Du D2, D3, 7\, CTU RxTi, R2TU R3Ti, DiTx,

D2TX, D3TX, T2, CT2, RxTi, RiTi, R3Ti, DxTi, D2T2, D3T2, T3,

CT3, RXT3, R2T3, R3T3, DXT3, D2T3, D3T3, Mx, CMX, RXMX,

R2MX, R3MU DiMi, D2Mi, D3MU M2, CM2, RiMi, R2M2,

R3Mi, DiM2, D2M2, D3Mj).

(i)  Tetartoidal and diploidal classes.

It is seen that for each of these crystal classes the limitations imposed on

IF are obtained by substituting in (3.6) for fy from lines 2, 3, 4 and lines 17

to 24 respectively of Table 1. As in the case of the rhombic system, it is seen

that the restrictions obtained from lines 2, 3 and 4 imply that IF is a poly-

nomial IF' (say) in the quantities (7.5). It is readily seen that the restrictions

obtained from lines 17 to 24 imply that IF' must satisfy the relations
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2 2 2

W'ign, gn, g33, gn, gn, gn, gngngn)

2 2 2

(9-1) = W (gn, g33, gxx, gn, gn, gn, gngngn)

2 2 2

= PP"(g33, gn, gn, gn, gn, g3X, gisgngn).

Taking

2 2 2

iyi, y*, yh *U zt, 2a) = ign, gn, g33, gn, gn, gn)

and

(II, It,   ■   ■   •   , Ir)   =   g23g3lgl2

in Theorems 3 and 4, we see that PF' and hence PF must be expressible as a

polynomial in Pi, P2, ■ • ■ , Kn and g23g3igi2, where

Pi = gn + gn + gn, K2 = gng33 + g33gn + gngn,

2 2 2

P3 = gng22g33, Ki = g23 + gn + gn,

22 22 22 222

Ki  =   g3lgl2 +  gl2g23 + g23g31,        K$  =   g23g3lgl2,

2 2 2 2 2 2

Ki = g22gi2 + g33g23 + gngai,      Ps = g3Xg33 + gngn + gngn,

2 2 2 242424

(9.2) P9  =   g33g22 +  gllg33 +  g22gll,      PlO   =   gl2g31 +  g23gl2 + g3lg23,

2     2 2     2 2     2

Pll   =   gllg3lgl2 +  g22gl2g23 +  g33g23g31,

2 2 2

Pl2  =   g23g22g33 +  g3lg33gll +  gl2gllg22,

2 2 2

Pl3   =   gllg22g31 +  g22g33gl2 +  g33gllg23,

2     2 2     2 2     2

Pl4   =   g23g3lg22 +  g3lgl2g33 +  gl2g23gll-

It is evident that K^ is a redundant element. Hence a polynomial basis for

these two classes is formed by the quantities Pi to P5, P7 to Ph and g23g3igi2-

(ii) Hextetrahedral, gyroidal and hexoctahedral classes.

For each of these classes the restrictions imposed on PF are obtained by

substituting in (3.6) for gij from lines 2 to 24 respectively of Table 1. The

restrictions derived from lines 2, 3 and 4 imply that PF must be expressible

in the form

222

(9.3) IF = W'(gn, g22, g33, gn, gn, gn, gngngn),

where PF' is a polynomial in the indicated variables. The remaining restric-

tions leave g23g3igi2 unaltered and imply that PF' is unaltered by interchange

of the pairs of variables (gn, g23), (gn, g\,) and (g33, g\2). Taking
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2 2

(yu zj) = (gu, g2s), (y2, z2) = (gn, g3i),

(9.4) 2
(}% zj) = (g3s, gi2)    and    (7i, 72, • • • , I,) = gisgngu

in Theorems 2 and 4, we see that IF' and hence IF must be expressible as a

polynomial in g23g3igi2 and Ti, Ji, • ■ ■ , Jo where

7l   =   gu +  g22 +  g33, 72   =   g22g33 +  g33gll +  gllg22,

2 2 2

73  =   gllg22g33, Ji   =   g23 +  g31 +  gl2,

22 22 22 222

7 5   =   g3lgl2 +  gl2g23 +  g23g31,      76   =   g23g3lgl2,

(9.5) 2 2 2 2 2 2
7 7  =   gllgll +  giZgil +  g33g23 +  gllgl2 +  gllg31 +  g22g23,

2     2 2     2 2     2

78 =   gllg3lgl2 + g22gl2g23 +  g33g23g31,

2 2 2

79 =   g23g22g33 +  g3lg33gll +  gl2gllg22-

Since 76 is a redundant element, we see that the quantities 7i to ^5, J7 to Jo

and g23g3igi2 form a polynomial basis for the hextetrahedral, gyroidal and

hexoctahedral classes.

We note that the elements of the polynomial bases of first and second

degree in gy are the same for all the classes of the cubic system. Consequently,

if the displacement gradients, and hence the quantities gy, are sufficiently

small so that terms of higher degree than the second in the expression for

IF as a polynomial in gij can be neglected, then IF takes the same form for

all the classes of the cubic system.

10. The hexagonal system. For a material having hexagonal symmetry,

the unit vectors hi are situated so that h3 is perpendicular to the plane de-

fined by hi and hi, and so that hi can be made to coincide with hi by a rota-

tion of 120° about the direction of A3. We take as our reference system a right-

handed rectangular Cartesian coordinate system X;, the Xi and x3 axes of which

are parallel respectively to hi and h3.

The hexagonal system contains twelve crystal classes which, together

with the transformation groups characterizing them, are:

trigonal-pyramidal (7, Si, S2),

rhombohedral (7, Si, S2, C, CSi, CSj),
ditrigonal-pyramidal (7, Si, S2, Rx, R1S1, RiS2),

trigonal-trapezohedral       (7, Si, S2, Di, D1S1, DiS2),

hexagonal-scalenohedral   (7, Si, S2, C, CSU CS2, Ru R1S1, RiS2, Du DiSu

DiSj),
trigonal-dipyramidal (7, Si, Si, R3, R3Si, R3S2),

hexagonal-pyramidal (7, Si, S2, D3, D3Si, D3Sj),

hexagonal-dipyramidal      (7, Si, S2, C, CSh CS2, R3, R3S1, R3S2, D3, D3SU

D3Si),
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ditrigonal-dipyramidal      (7, Sx, S2, Rx, RXSX, RXS2, R3, R3SX, R3S2, D2, D2SX,

D2S2),

dihexagonal-pyramidal      (7, Si, S2, Ru RXSX, RXS2, R2, R2SX, R2S2, D3, D3SX,

D3S2),

hexagonal-trapezohedral   (I, Sx, S2, Dx, DXSX, DXS2, D2, D2SX, D2S2, D3, D3SX,

D3S2),

dihexagonal-dipyramidal (I, Sx, S2, C, CSX, CS2, Rx, RXSX, RXS2, R2, R2SX,

RtS2, R3, R3SX, R3S2, Dx, DXSX, DxSi, D2, D2SX,

D2S2, D3, D3SX, D3S2).

(i)  Trigonal-pyramidal and rhombohedral classes.

For each of these classes, the restrictions on PF are obtained from (3.6) by

assigning to g,y the values given in lines 1 and 2 respectively of Table 2.

They may be written as

W(gn, gn, gn, gn, gn, gn)

,10 jv      = w \yt, — (2yi - yt + 2y3), g33, -— (zi - *»), 8s, — (yx - y3)\

r     l l in
= W \y3, — (2yi + 2y2 - y3), g33,    — (zi - z2), z3, — (y2 - yx)   ,

where the notation of Equations (3.7) is used. From (3.7), we see that

1
gn = yi, g22 = — (2y2 + 2^3 - yx),

1
(10.2) gn = — (y, - y2),

1
gsi = Zi    and    g23 = — (z2 - z3).

Introducing (10.2) into (10.1), and noting that we may regard PF as a poly-

nomial PF' (say) in yi, y2, y3, zx, z2, z3 and g33, we see that (10.1) may be re-

written as

W'iyi, y2, y3, zx, z2, z3, gss)

(10.3) = PF'(y2, y3, yx, z2, z3, Zi, g33)

= W(y3, yu y2, z3, %i, z2, g33).

Employing Theorems 3 and 4, we see that a polynomial basis for PF' and

hence for PF is formed by g33 and Pi, P2, • • • , Pi4, where Pi, P2, • ■ • , P14

are obtained from Equations (4.3) by substituting for yi, y2, y3, zi, z2, z3 from

(3.7). It can be shown that if PF' is expressible as a polynomial in g33, Kx,

Ki, ■ ■ ■ , Ku it is also expressible as a polynomial in
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2 r 2 2     1

g33, gll +  g22, gllg22  -   gl2, gu[(gll +  3gn)     -   12gu\,

gn +  g23, g3l(g31  -   3g23),   (gu  —  gll)gn  -   2gl2g23,

2 3

(g22  —  gll)g23  —   2gi2g31, 3gl2(gll  —   g22)     —  4gi2,

2 2 2 2

(10.4) g23(g23  —  3g3l), g22g31 +  gllg23  ~   2g23g3lgl2,

r 2 2 2     i

g3ll(gll +  g22)     +  4(gi2  —  g22)J   -   8gllgl2g23-

r 2 2 2      t

g23l.(gll + g22)     +  4(gi2  —   g22)J  +  8gugl2g31,

2 2

(gll  —   g22)g23g31 + gl2(g23  ~   g3l)

and that any polynomial in the quantities (10.4) may be expressed as a poly-

nomial in g33 and Kx, K2, • • • , Kn. These results can be readily obtained by

inspection if we express each of the quantities g33, Ki, K2, • • • , Ku as a poly-

nomial in the quantities (10.4). Thus, the expressions (10.4) form a poly-

nomial basis for the trigonal-pyramidal and rhombohedral classes.

(ii) Ditrigonal-pyramidal, trigonal-trapezohedral and hexagonal-scaleno-

hedral classes.

For each of these classes, the restrictions imposed on IF are obtained from

(3.6) by assigning to gij the values given in line 2 of Table 1 and lines 1, 2, 3

and 4 respectively of Table 2. As in the case of the trigonal-pyramidal and

rhombohedral classes, we regard IF as a polynomial IF' in y\, y2, y3, Z\, z2, z3

and g33 defined by (3.7) and obtain the limitations imposed on IF'. We then

employ the notation

1
Fi = yi,      F2 = yi,      Y3 = y3,     Zx = —- (z2 - zj),

3 '
(10.5)

1 1
z* = JTTi(Z3 _ 2l)'    Zs = ^71(S1 ~ Zi)

and consider IF' and hence IF as a polynomial IF" (say) in Y\, Y2, Y3, Z\, Z2,

Z3 and g33. The restrictions on the form of IF" then take the form that it is

unaltered by interchange of any pair of the variables (Fi, Zj), (F2, Zj),

(Y3, Zj) while the dependence on g33 involves no restrictions; i.e.,

W"(Yi, Y2, Y3, Zi, Zi, Z3, g33)

(10.6) = W"(Yh Y3, Yi, Zi, Z3, Zi, g3S)

= etc.

Then we see from Theorems 2 and 4 that the quantities g33, /i, J2, • • • , J»

form a polynomial basis for IF", and hence for IF, if we replace yi, yi, • • ■ ,z3

by Fi, Y2, ■ ■ • , Z3 in the expressions (4.2) for Jx, Ji, • • ■ , Jo. By expressing
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each of the quantities g33, 7i, Ji, • • ■ , J» so obtained as a polynomial in g,y

r nd then as a polynomial in the quantities

2 r 2 2-.

g33,  gll + g22, gllg22  -   gl2,  gll[(gll +  3g22)     ~   12gXi\,

2 2 2 1

gn + gn, gn(gn — 3g3X), (gn — gn)gn + 2gx2g3X,

(10.7) i i
gngn + gngn + 2g23g3Xgn,

g2s[(gll + g22)     -   4(g22  —  gl2)]  +  8gngl2g31,

it can be readily seen that any polynomial in g33, 7i, Jt, • • • , Jt can be ex-

pressed as a polynomial in the quantities (10.7) and conversely any poly-

nomial in the quantities (10.7) can be expressed as a polynomial in g33,

Ji, Ji, • • • , Ji. Thus, the expressions (10.7) form a polynomial basis for

the ditrigonal-pyramidal, trigonal-trapezohedral and hexagonal-scalenohedral

classes.

(iii) Trigonal-dipyramidal, hexagonal-pyramidal and hexagonal-dipyram-

idol classes.

For each of these classes, the restrictions imposed on PF are obtained

from (3.6) by assigning to gij the values given in line 4 of Table 1 and lines

1, 2, 7 and 8 respectively of Table 2. It can be shown in a manner analogous

to that adopted in discussing the monoclinic system, that if PF satisfies the

restriction derived from line 4 of Table 1, it must be expressible in the form

2 2

(10.8) PF  =   PF (gn,  g22, g33,  g23,  g31,  gli,  gi3g3X)

where PF' is a polynomial. We now employ the notation

2 2 2

(10.9) Fi = yi,   F2 = y2,   Y3 = y3, Zx = zx, Z2 = z2    and    Z3 = z3

in (10.8), where yi, y2, • • • , z3 are defined by (3.7). It is then seen that PF'

may be considered as a polynomial PF" (say) in Yx, Y2, ■ ■ ■ , Z3 and g33.

Introducing into PF" the restrictions derived from lines 1, 2, 7 and 8 of

Table 2, we obtain

W"(YX, Yi, Y3, Zx, Z2, Z3, g33)

(10.10) = W"(Y2, Y3, Yx, Z2, Zs, Zh g33)

= W"(Y3, Fi, Yi,Z3,Zi,Zi,gn).

Employing Theorems 3 and 4, we see that g33 and the quantities Pi, P2, • • • ,

Pu defined by (4.3), with Fi, Y2, ■ ■ ■ , Z3 substituted for yi, y2, ■ ■ ■ , z?,

form a polynomial basis for PF" and hence for PF. Each of the quantities

g33, Pi, P2, • • • , Pu may be expressed as a polynomial in the quantities gij

by substitution from (10.9) and (3.7). Then, by expressing each of the quan-
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tities g33, Ki, K2, • ■ ■ , Kn as a polynomial in the quantities

2 r 2 2   -,
gSS, gll + g22, gllg22  -  gl2, gllL(gll +  3g22)     —   12gl2\,

2 222 2     2 2 2

g31 + g23, g3l(g31  —  3g23)   , giigi3 + gugsi  —   2g23g3lgl2,

2 2 2 3

gl2(g31  -   g23)   +   (g22  -   gll)g3lg23,  3gi2(gll  ~  g22)     ~   4gi2,

r 2 2     2 2     2,
g3lg23L3(g3l  -   gll)     —   4g3lg23j,

(10.11) 4 4 2       2 2 3
gll(g31 + 3g23)   +  2g22g3l(g31 +  3gij)   -   8gi2g23g31,

2 2 2 2 r 2 2

g3l[(gll + g22)     -  4(g22 - gl2)]   -  2gu[(gu + 3g22)(g31 + g23) ~ 4g23g3lgl2J,

2 2 2 2 2

g23g3l[(gll +  g22)     -   4(g22  ~  gl2)]   +  4gugi2(g23  ~  gsi),

r2 2     2 2  ,   2 2,i 3
gl2|.(g31 +  g23)     +  4g23(g31  -   g23)J   -   4g3lg23(gll  -   g22),

we see that the quantities (10.11) form a polynomial basis for IF for the

trigonal-dipyramidal, hexagonal-pyramidal and hexagonal-dipyramidal

classes.

(iv) Ditrigonal-dipyramidal, dihexagonal-pyramidol, hexagonal-trapezohe-

dral and dihexagonal-dipyramidal classes.

For each of these classes the restrictions imposed on IF are obtained from

(3.6) by assigning to fy the values given in lines 2, 3 and 4 of Table 1 and

lines 1, 2, ■ • ■ , 8 of Table 2 respectively. It can be shown in the manner

adopted in discussing the preceding three classes of the hexagonal system

that if IF satisfies the restrictions derived from line 4 of Table 1 and lines

1, 2, 7 and 8 of Table 2, it must be expressible as a polynomial IF" in g33 and

the quantities Fi, F2, Y3, Zx, Zi, Z3, defined by (10.9) and (3.7), which satis-

fies the relations (10.10). In a similar manner it can be shown that the re-

strictions on IF derived from lines 2 and 3 of Table 1 and lines 3, 4, 5 and 6

of Table 2 impose three further restrictions on IF". These are

W"(Yi, Y2, 7,, Zi, Zi, Z,, gss)

= W"(Yi, 7„ Yi, Zi, Z3, Zi, gss)

= W"(Yi, Yu Y3, Zi, Zi, Zt, gss)

= W"(Y3, Yi, Yi,Z3,Zi,Zi,g33).

The relations (10.10) and (10.12) together imply that IF" must be sym-

metric in the three pairs of variables (Fi, Zj), (Y2, Zj) and (Y3, Zj). We see

from Theorems 2 and 4 that g33 and 7i, J2, ■ ■ ■ , 79, defined by (4.2) with

yu y2, • • • , z3 replaced by Fi, F2, • • • , Z3, form a polynomial basis for IF"

and hence for IF. Expressing g33, Ji, Ji, ■ • • , J» as polynomials in ga and

then in the quantities
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2 r 2 2    -j

g33, gll +  g22, gllg22  -   gl2,  gllKgll +  3g22)     -   12gi2J,

2222 2     2 2 2

g3i + g23, g3i(g3i — 3g23) , gngn + gngn — 2g23g3igi2,

(10.13) 4 4 2       2 2 3
gn(g3i + 3g23) + 2g22g3X(gn + 3g23) — %gng23gn,

g3l[(gll + g22)    - 4(g22 — gl2)] — 2gn[(gn + 3g22)(g31 + gii) — 4g23g3lgi2]

it is readily seen analogously with the previous cases, that the quantities

(10.13) form a polynomial basis for the ditrigonal-dipyramidal, dihexagonal-

pyramidal, hexagonal-trapezohedral and dihexagonal-dipyramidal classes.

We note that the elements of first and second degree in gij of the poly-

nomial bases for the crystal classes discussed in (iii) and (iv) are the same.

Consequently, if the displacement gradients, and hence the quantities gij,

are sufficiently small so that terms of higher degree than the second in the

expression for PF as a polynomial in gij can be neglected, then PF takes the

same form for all the crystal classes discussed in (iii) and (iv).

11. Appendix. In the introduction it is assumed that if a body of the

material considered is deformed so that a particle initially at X/ in the rec-

tangular Cartesian coordinate system xl moves to */ in the same coordinate

system, then the strain-energy function PF, defined as the strain-energy per

unit volume measured in the undeformed state, may be expressed as a poly-

nomial in the quantities g[s defined by equation (1.1). It is the purpose of

this section to discuss this assumption further.

If we assume initially that PF is expressible as a polynomial in the gradi-

ents dx,' /dX,!, then PF is unaltered if the deformed body is subjected to an

arbitrary rigid-body rotation in which the particle at x( moves to xi', where

(11.1) x'i  = aikx'k,

with

(11.2) atjOik = 8jk    and    det oy = 1.

We therefore have

(11.3) W(dx'i/dXj) = W(dx-'/dX'j) = W(aikdx'k/dX'j),

where PF is a polynomial function of the indicated variables, for all an

satisfying the relations (11.2). It follows from a well-known theorem in the

theory of invariants (see, for example, H. Weyl, 1946, p. 53 et seq.) that PF

must be expressible as a polynomial in the quantities gy + 5,-,- defined by (1.1)

and detdxi /dX,'. Now, it is easily seen that

(11.4) det (g'n + bi}) = (det dx't/dX'j)*
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and, since for any deformation which is possible in a real material det dx/ /dA7

is positive, we have

(11.5) det dx'i/dXj = [det (ga + <<,) ]1'2.

Also, since for any deformation which is possible in a real material

det (g'ij+Sij) cannot be zero, [det (g« + 8y)]1/2 may be approximated to any

desired accuracy by a polynomial in det (g'tj + Sa). Thus, IF may be ap-

proximated to any desired accuracy by a polynomial in the quantities

g'ij+?>ij and hence in the quantities gy.

We have already noted that it follows from our initial assumption that

IF must be expressible precisely as a polynomial in the quantities gy + 5y

and det dx'/3X/. Hence, it must be expressible precisely as a polynomial

in the quantities gw and det dx/ /dXj. If such an expression is made the

starting point for the discussion of the various crystal classes, then we have

only to add to the basic invariants in terms of which IF is expressed in each

case the expression detdxi/dXj, since the latter is invariant under each of

the transformations considered.
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